Design Philosophy Papers
Review wear the hats of artist, scientist and engineer (yes, including cartoon drawings of himself in the hats). In fact Gold had been in the thick of some of some of the most problematic (from a sustainment point of view) areas of design -games and toys. So one of the valuable things about his criticism is that it ' s from an insider ' s position.
He was very ambivalent about design, both loving the opportunities it offers for creativity and hating much of what it turns out. He saw clearly designers ' implication in the creation of our world of stuff -of too much stuff, of superfl uous stuff that promises enriched experiences as it stuffs up the world. A compilation of illustrated sound bites of architectural commonsense that range from clich é , to pretension, to useful prompts about design process and presentation. Refreshingly, it positions hand-drawing as an essential architectural skill.
Gregory Caicco (editor), Architecture, Ethics, and the Personhood of Place University of New England Press, London, 2007, 235 pages.
Described as " a compendium of new work in the fi eld of phenomenology, hermeneutics, and the built environment " -we ' ll be reviewing this in a forthcoming issue.
Kenya Hara, Designing Design Lars Muller Publishers, Baden, Switzerland, 2007, 470 pages. Works, ideas, words, concepts, projects, provocations, refl ections and more, by prominent Japanese art director, Kenya Hara. All lavishly illustrated, with high quality print production. To be reviewed.
